
Puberty changes

BOYS
Boys usually start puberty sometime between 10 - 12,  with

some starting earlier or later - all is pretty much normal!

The order changes for everyone but usually it is testicles &

scrotum, pubic hair, penis, ejaculation, taller, wider

shoulders, deeper voice &  more hair.
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body grows taller, heavier & stronger - grows more muscles

nose & jaw get bigger, & face grows longer

hair & skin becomes more oily, & pimples start to appear

body sweats more (feet too) - this will begin to smell

nipples enlarge, darken in colour & may be tender or sore

breasts may swell & remain enlarged for a few years (this will

settle)

hair grows on the face, under the armpits & around the genitals

may grow more hair on arms, legs & chest - may darken in colour

penis grows longer & wider

testicles grow larger & fuller & now produce sperm - can now

ejaculate

spontaneous erections ie happen for no reason at all                        

& more frequently 

wet dreams (nocturnal emissions)

voice gets deeper

sexual thoughts & feelings

friends become more important

sometimes feel lonely & confused

want to be liked and to fit in with peers

want more independence

thinking more of the future

worried about looks, clothing (appearance)



Puberty changes

GirlS

Girls usually start puberty sometime between 8 - 11,  with

some starting earlier or later - all is pretty much normal!

The order changes for everyone but usually it is breasts,

pubic hair & periods.
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body grows taller, heavier & stronger

hips grow wider & more curvy

face changes shape

hair & skin becomes more oily, & pimples start to appear

nipples & coloured skin around them, grow darker in colour

breasts begin to bud, eventually becoming rounder & more full

(may be tender & sore)

light yellow or white stains on underwear (vaginal discharge)

hair grows under the armpits & around the genitals

begin to sweat under the arms - this will begin to smell

genitals begin to grow larger

first menstrual period

mood swings

sexual thoughts & feelings

friends become more important

sometimes feel lonely & confused

want to be liked and to fit in with peers

want more independence

thinking more of the future

worried about looks, clothing (appearance)


